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1 |  INTRODUCTION

The internal interfaces termed grain boundaries (GBs) have 
long been known to lower the oxide‐ion conductivity of 
CeO2‐based ceramics.1‒9 Whereas early studies identified an 
intergranular siliceous phase as the origin of the diminished 
conductivity, later studies revealed that even pristine GBs, that 
is, those free of intergranular phases, exhibited a substantially 
lower conductivity. This effect was attributed to the presence 
of space‐charge layers (SCLs) that are depleted of the predom-
inant mobile charge carriers, oxygen vacancies.9‒13

To date, the vast majority of work on GBs in ceria has 
been performed on concentrated solid solutions, M2O3–
CeO2. This is due to such compositions displaying the 
highest oxide‐ion conductivities, and the driving force be-
hind the research has been optimizing the ionic conduc-
tivity of CeO2‐based ceramics, so that they can be used as 
electrolytes in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Such solid 
solutions, however, constitute materials systems in which 
defect–defect interactions are evidently important.14‒17 
The analysis of the SCLs at the GBs of such concentrated 
solid solutions, on the other hand, has been based on the 
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Abstract
Weakly acceptor‐doped ceria ceramics were characterized structurally and compo-
sitionally with advanced transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques and 
electrically with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The grain bound-
aries studied with TEM were found to be free of second phases. The impedance 
spectra, acquired in the range 703 ≤ T/K ≤ 893 in air, showed several arcs that were 
analyzed in terms of bulk, grain‐boundary, and electrode responses. We ascribed 
the grain‐boundary resistance to the presence of space‐charge layers. Continuum‐
level simulations were used to calculate charge‐carrier distributions (of acceptor 
cations, oxygen vacancies, and electrons) in these space‐charge layers. The acceptor 
cations were assumed to be mobile at high (sintering) temperatures but immobile at 
the temperatures of the EIS measurements. Space‐charge formation was assumed 
to be driven by the segregation of oxygen vacancies to the grain‐boundary core. 
Comparisons of data from the simulations and from the EIS measurements yielded 
space‐charge potentials and the segregation energy of vacancies to the grain‐bound-
ary core. The space‐charge potentials from the simulations are compared with values 
obtained by applying the standard, analytical (Mott–Schottky and Gouy–Chapman) 
expressions. The importance of modelling space‐charge layers from the thermody-
namic level is demonstrated.
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dilute‐solution approximation (Poisson–Boltzmann an-
satz), in which defect–defect interactions are neglected. 
This discrepancy will lead necessarily to inconsistencies 
and errors.18,19

The attraction of the dilute‐solution approximation is 
that analytical solutions for the GB resistance can be de-
rived for two extreme, simple cases: (a) the Mott–Schottky 
case, for which the dopant concentration is constant in 
the SCLs (Figure 1A); and (b) the Gouy–Chapman case, 
for which the dopant accumulation profile is in electro-
chemical equilibrium (Figure 1B). For concentrated solid 
solutions, neither Mott–Schottky nor Gouy–Chapman is 
appropriate,19 but even in the dilute case both approaches 
do not constitute a correct description of SCLs in ceria 
samples. Ceria is characterized, namely, by dopant cations 
that are mobile at high (sintering) temperatures but im-
mobile at the (lower) temperatures of the impedance mea-
surements. The dopant accumulation profile will be frozen 
in, therefore, from some critical temperature (Tcrit) below 
which the dopant cations are insufficiently mobile (at the 
given cooling rate) to achieve electrochemical equilibrium. 
In the literature, experimental resistance data are usually 
analyzed in terms of the Mott–Schottky case, even though 
the dopant concentration is not constant.9,20‒29

In this study, we take a dilute solution of Y‐doped CeO2, 
and we analyze the GBs experimentally with transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and with electrochemical im-
pedance spectroscopy (EIS). Furthermore, we perform 
continuum‐level simulations with finite‐element‐method 
(FEM) calculations to provide a description of point‐de-
fect concentrations at GBs, and thus, of the GB resistance, 
that is much closer to reality. That is, the acceptor dopants 
are allowed to equilibrate at some (high) critical tempera-
ture, but their accumulation profiles are kept frozen‐in at 
the temperatures of the impedance studies (Figure 1C). 
The oxygen vacancies are considered to be mobile at all 
temperatures.

2 |  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 | Sample preparation
CeO2 powder doped with 0.11 mol% Y was obtained commer-
cially (CerPoTech), with an average primary particle size of 
(22.2 ± 0.5) nm. X‐ray powder diffraction indicated that the pow-
der is single phase, fluorite‐structured CeO2. According to ICP‐
OES measurements, the main impurities are Zr (0.19 mol%), 
P (0.05  mol%), Ca (0.04  mol%), and Si (0.03  mol%). Since 
Zr is isovalent with Ce, since we do not know if P will be in-
corporated into the lattice and since Si has a negligible solu-
bility, the composition as far as this study is concerned is thus  
Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905. The powder was pressed uniaxially 
at 100 MPa for 2 minutes to give a pellet of (13.01 ± 0.01) mm in 
diameter and (3.01 ± 0.01) mm in height [this gives a green den-
sity of (52.2 ± 0.6)%]. The pellets were sintered at Tsint = 1573 K 
in air for 2 hours, after which they were cooled at 30 K min−1 to 
room temperature. Samples were first mechanically ground with 
SiC paper down to 1200 grit and then polished with colloidal 
silica suspension to a 50 nm finish. The densities of the sintered 
samples, determined according to Archimedes’ principle, were 
94%‐96% of the theoretical density.

2.2 | Microstructure analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations, with a Zeiss 
Ultra55, were performed on samples that had been polished and 
then thermally etched (for 90 minutes at 100 K below the sinter-
ing temperature). The grain size lgr was calculated by applying a 
grain segmentation method to a series of SEM images; the analy-
SIS pro software was used with a correction factor of 1.6,30 that 
gives the average 3D grain size from the mean 2D grain size.

An electron‐transparent specimen for scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) was prepared by focussed 
ion beam (FIB) machining. A Fischion NanoMill 1040 system 
was used for further polishing, in order to minimize the extent 

F I G U R E  1  Point‐defect concentrations across a grain of an ionic solid containing acceptor‐dopant cations and charge compensating oxygen 
vacancies (red lines) at the measurement temperature Tmeas (electrons are ignored for simplicity). Three different space‐charge situations are shown: 
(A) the Mott–Schottky case, in which the dopant concentration (blue line) is constant across the entire grain; (B) the Gouy–Chapman case, in 
which the acceptor dopant is accumulated in the SCLs (green line); and (C) a restricted‐equilibrium case, in which the dopant accumulation profile 
(purple) is frozen‐in from the critical temperature Tcrit (Tmeas < Tcrit)

(A) (B) (C)
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of the surface damage layers. The final specimen thickness 
was less than 100 nm. An FEI Titan G2 80‐200 ChemiSTEM 
microscope, equipped with a spherical aberration corrector 
for the probe forming system, was employed for the structural 
characterization. The special resolution is better than 80 pm 
at the working acceleration voltage of 200 kV. High‐angle an-
nular dark‐field (HAADF) STEM images were recorded in 
order to provide information on the GB interfaces. By means 
of energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy (EDXS) mapping, 
the elemental distribution at/near GB areas were determined.

2.3 | Electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy
Two samples, mechanically ground to a thickness of 1.60 mm 
(sample a) or 1.02 mm (sample b), were studied. Pt|Ag electrodes 
were used for both specimens: a sample's surface was first sput-
tered with Pt for 150 seconds (Pt was used to improve the contact), 
after which Ag paint was applied; the samples were then annealed 
at 823 K for 1 hour. The electrodes are about 1 mm thick.

Impedance measurements were made on an Alpha‐A High 
Performance Modular Measurement System (Novocontrol 
Technologies) in the frequency range of 0.1 ≤ f/Hz ≤ 4 × 107 
with an amplitude of 30 mV in air in the temperature range 
703 ≤ Tmeas/K ≤ 893. The resistances and capacities were ex-
tracted from the impedance spectra by fitting standard equiva-
lent circuits to the data with the ZView program (version 3.5d, 
Scribner Associates, Inc).

The specific bulk conductivity was calculated from the 
bulk resistance Rb, sample thickness ls, and sample cross‐sec-
tional area A according to

The resistances of the single GBs are considered to be 
connected in series, so that the total GB resistance Rgb can be 
converted into the specific GB conductivity through:

where lgb is the GB thickness (ie, the thickness of the GB 
core plus the extension of the SCL on either side of the core). 
Assuming the dielectric permittivity of grain and GB to be 
the same, we can relate the ratio lgb∕lgr to the ratio of the bulk 
to GB capacitances:

In order to compare the measured EIS data with the simu-
lation results, we use the ratio �b∕�t, with total conductivity 
�t = ls∕

(

A ⋅

(

Rb+Rgb
))

:

3 |  CONTINUUM SIMULATIONS

3.1 | Bulk‐defect chemistry
There is widespread agreement concerning the defect chem-
istry of bulk CeO2. Experimental31‒36 and computational37,38 
studies indicate that the electroneutrality condition for accep-
tor‐doped CeO2 can be approximated well for a wide range of 
conditions as follows:

with cv, ca, and ce being the concentrations of doubly‐charged 
oxygen vacancies, of acceptor dopants (ca = cY+2cCa) and of 
electrons, respectively. (Under very reducing conditions, singly‐
charged oxygen vacancies, and even neutral oxygen vacancies, 
have to be taken into account, but in our study we remain in the 
oxidizing regime and so both these species can be safely ne-
glected.) For the dilute regime (ca < 1%), we also neglect defect–
defect interactions.14‒17,19 We note that the electrons are localized 
on Ce4+ ions as small polarons, forming Ce3+ ions. This does not 
affect the electroneutrality condition [Equation (5)], but it does 
specify the number of sites available to the electrons (see below).

Experimental and computational studies also indicate that 
the most important defect reaction in acceptor‐doped CeO2 is 
the reduction of the oxide:

with equilibrium constant

Nv and NCe are the volume densities of anion and cation 
sites in bulk ceria; pO⊖

2
 is a standard oxygen partial pres-

sure of 1  atm. The values of ΔSred =1.3×10−3 eV K−1 and 
ΔHred =4.67 eV used in this study are taken from Tuller and 
Nowick.36 For given T, pO2, and ca one can solve Equations 
(5) and (7) simultaneously to obtain cv and ce.

3.2 | Grain‐boundary chemistry
The increased resistance of GBs compared to that of bulk ceria 
is attributed solely to the presence of SCLs adjacent to the GB 
core. That is, all other possible contributions to the grain‐bound-
ary resistance, for example, from the GB core, are assumed to 
be negligible.19,39 For our continuum‐level simulations we con-
sider a one‐dimensional grain of length lgr, with GBs at x=0 and 
x= lgr. If we restrict the considerations to the three point defects 

(1)�b =
ls

A ⋅Rb
.

(2)�gb =
ls

lgr

lgb

A ⋅Rgb

(3)Cb

Cgb
=

lgb

lgr
.

(4)�b

�t
=

Rgb

Rb
+1.

(5)2cv = ca+ce

(6)O×
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.
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(oxygen vacancies, acceptor cations, and electrons), there is 
only one possible thermodynamic driving force for the forma-
tion of SCLs in which oxygen vacancies are strongly depleted: 
the difference in the standard chemical potential of oxygen va-
cancies between grain boundary and bulk has to be negative 
(Δ𝜇⊖

v
=𝜇

⊖,gb
v −𝜇⊖,b

v
<0). The other two possibilities to pro-

duce vacancy‐depleted SCLs (Δ𝜇⊖
a
> 0, Δ𝜇⊖

e
>0) force small 

amounts of defects out of the GB core and hence do not produce 
large effects.40 We assume that Δ𝜇⊖

v
 is independent of tempera-

ture and defect concentrations; we also assume that there are Ngb
v  

sites within the GB core (with Ngb
v ≪Nb

v
) that are characterized 

by Δ𝜇⊖
v
<0. We are aware that the number of possible sites as 

well as the difference in standard chemical potentials depend on 
the structure of the GB, but we ignore such variations here. The 
segregation of the oxygen vacancies to the GB core leads, through 
charge carrier redistribution, to space‐charge formation: deple-
tion of the vacancies and accumulation of the electrons adjacent 
to the positively charged core.40,41 The dopant cations display a 
constant concentration throughout the system if we consider the 
Mott–Schottky case, whereas they are in electrochemical equi-
librium (accumulated in the SCLs) in the Gouy–Chapman case.

The concentration profiles of the mobile point defects 
across the grain are calculated by solving Poisson's equation:

for our one‐dimensional grain with relative dielectric permit-
tivity of �r =35. The space‐charge density � is given by [cf. 
Equation (5)]:

In order to link the concentration profiles to the electro-
static potential, we assume that the electrochemical potentials 
of the mobile defects are constant throughout the system. To 
avoid unphysically high defect concentrations, we take the 
Fermi–Dirac form for the electrochemical potentials for both 
bulk and grain‐boundary phases, namely:

For the acceptor dopants and the electrons, these forms 
take into account that acceptor cations and electron polar-
ons share the same (cation) sublattice. We are aware that 
Equation (12), referring to an effective acceptor species (see 

Section 3.1), is a simplification, but the use of separate elec-
trochemical potentials for Ca

′′

Ce
 and Y′

Ce
 introduces additional 

mathematical complexity and is therefore eschewed.
All continuum‐level simulations were carried out with the 

Finite‐Element‐Method (FEM) code, Comsol Multiphysics®, 
Ver. 5.3.

3.3 | Connecting cv (x) with σb/σt

We consider only the vacancies’ contribution to the 
measured conductivity—for both bulk and grain bound-
ary—under these oxidizing conditions and in this range of 
measurement temperatures. The bulk conductivity is un-
ambiguously due to oxygen vacancies: taking the electron 
mobility from Tuller and Nowick42 and the calculated bulk 
electron concentrations (see Section 3.1), one finds that the 
bulk electronic conductivity is more than three orders of 
magnitude lower than the measured bulk conductivity for 
all conditions we examined. For the grain boundary, the 
situation is more complicated. Because of vacancy deple-
tion and electron accumulation within the SCLs, the local 
electronic conductivity �e (x) may exceed the local ionic 
conductivity �v (x) as the GB core is approached. An ionic 
current cannot be converted, however, into an electronic 
current within a crystal without a change in the crystal's 
composition; such a transition can only occur at an elec-
trode. (In the transmission‐line picture,43 the electronic 
and ionic rails run in parallel, connected by a chemical ca-
pacitance.) Cgb, however, is consistent with the extension 
of SCLs (see Section 4.2), and hence this transition is as-
sumed not to be evident. We are aware that Guo et al found 
the GB conductivity in CeO2 at low dopant concentration 
and high temperatures to be dependent on oxygen partial 
pressure, and that they regarded such behavior as evidence 
of increased electronic conductivity arising from electron 
accumulation in the SCLs.9 We provide later (in Section 
4.4) a simpler, alternative explanation for the pO2‐depend-
ent GB conductivity, by showing that a purely ionic GB 
conductivity already shows a pO2‐dependence under cer-
tain conditions.

The procedure for calculating at Tmeas the spatial distri-
bution of oxygen vacancies in the SCL, and thus �b∕�t, con-
sists of four steps. First, bulk concentrations of vacancies and 
electrons are calculated at Tcrit for given ca and pO2. Tcrit, it 
is remembered, is the lowest temperature at which the dopant 
cations are sufficiently mobile (at the given cooling rate) to 
achieve electrochemical equilibrium. Second, Poisson's equa-
tion is solved at Tcrit for given N

gb
v  and Δ𝜇⊖

v
 with all three 

defects (acceptors, vacancies, and electrons) being mobile; 
the bulk defect concentrations were already calculated in the 
previous step, and the decrease in the bulk dopant concen-
tration due to accumulation within the SCL is neglected for 
large grains. Third, bulk defect concentrations are calculated 

(8)�0�r

d2� (x)

dx2
=−� (x)

(9)� (x)=−eca (x)+2ecv (x)−ece (x) .

(10)�̃�v =𝜇⊖

v
+kBT ln

[

cv (x)

Nv−cv (x)

]

+2e𝜙 (x)

(11)�̃�e =𝜇⊖

e
+kBT ln

[

ce (x)

NCe−ce (x)−ca (x)

]

−e𝜙 (x)

(12)�̃�a =𝜇⊖

a
+kBT ln

[

ca (x)

NCe−ce (x)−ca (x)

]

−e𝜙 (x) .
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at Tmeas for the same pO2 and ca. Finally, Poisson's equation is 
solved, this time at Tmeas: vacancies and electrons are mobile 
and attain electrochemical equilibrium, with the bulk values 
cv and ce calculated for Tmeas; acceptor dopants are immobile 
and ca (x) is given by the frozen‐in profile obtained at Tcrit in 
the second step (Figure 2); Ngb

v  and Δ𝜇⊖
v

 remain constant. It 
is stressed that the thermodynamic treatment of the SCLs al-
lows us not only to predict the defect profiles at Tcrit (electro-
chemical equilibrium for all charge carriers) but it also allows 
us to predict defect profiles for the restricted equilibrium case 
[ca (x) is frozen‐in]. In considering the restricted equilibrium 
one has to specify a boundary condition. There is no reason to 
assume that the space‐charge potential remains constant, nor 
that the GB charge remains constant. Rather it is the thermo-
dynamic driving force that remains constant.

In order to connect the defect distribution of the oxygen 
vacancies in the SCL to measured quantities, we write the 
local conductivity as the product of vacancies’ mobility uv,  
charge qv and concentration cv. Assuming that the vacancy 
mobility is constant across the grain, that is in the bulk and 
in the SCLs, and taking the additional resistance to be an ex-
cess quantity, we obtain an equation that lets us calculate from 
cv (x) the ratio of the bulk to total conductivity �b∕�t accord-
ing to:

The integration is performed over half a grain from 0 to 
lgr∕2, since the system (bulk  +  GBs) is symmetrical about 
lgr∕2.

For the analytical description of the GB resistance the two 
extreme, simple cases, Mott–Schottky and Gouy–Chapman, 
are often used. The resulting ratios of the bulk to total con-
ductivity can be expressed in terms of the Debye length 

lD =

√

�0�rkBT

2e2cb
a

, and the space‐charge potential Φ0.
19

4 |  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 | Microstructural analysis
In order to determine the grain size lgr, we analyzed six scan-
ning electron micrographs that contained in total over 800 
grains (one such micrograph is shown in Figure 3). The anal-
ysis yielded an average grain size of 4.37 µm, which becomes 
through the correction factor an estimated 3D grain diameter 
of 6.99 µm. Image analysis also indicated that the darker re-
gions in Figure 3 (we attribute them to porosity) represent ca. 
5% of the total area; this value for the porosity is consistent 
with the Archimedes’ result.

If Si is present in ceria powders, even in small amounts, 
a silica/silicate phase will form at the GBs upon sinter-
ing,4,5 and this can be attributed to the low solubility of Si 
in CeO2 (and other fluorite‐structured oxides). As noted 

(13)�b

�t
=

2�b

lgr

(

∫
lgr∕2

0

1

� (x)
dx

)

=
2cb

v

lgr

(

∫
lgr∕2

0

1

cv (x)
dx

)

.

(14)
(

�b

�t

)

MS

≈
2lD

lgr

exp
(

2eΦ0

kBTmeas

)

(

4eΦ0

kBTmeas

)1∕2
+1

(15)
(

�b

�t

)

GC

≈
4lD

3lgr
exp

(

3eΦ0

2kBTmeas

)

+1

F I G U R E  2  Point‐defect concentrations of the dopants (purple), 
the oxygen vacancies (red), and the electrons (gray) in the SCL 
at the critical temperature Tcrit (dashed lines) and at a temperature 
of the impedance spectroscopy measurements Tmeas (solid lines) 
(Tmeas < Tcrit). The dopant profile is frozen‐in at Tcrit and not in 
equilibrium at Tmeas (purple). The grain is framed by GB cores 
(interface marked with vertical gray lines) and is extended from 0 to lgr

F I G U R E  3  Scanning electron micrograph of a 
Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905 ceramic, sintered at Tsint = 1573 K, 
ground and polished, and then thermally etched at T = 1473 K. The 
area shown is 28 µm × 40 µm
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in the Introduction, the presence of such GB phases also 
gives rise to a GB resistance. Here, in order to be able 
to apply the space‐charge model, we need to be able to 
rule out the presence of such silica‐based phases. Three 
GBs were studied with TEM and the micrographs do not 
give any indications for second phases (Figure 4). The ele-
mental composition of the GBs and over the whole sample 
were checked. The Si impurities are within the error of 
EDXS measurement. A small amount of Al impurities dis-
tribute homogeneously over the whole sample. Therefore, 
a diminished GB conductivity can be attributed to the pres-
ence of SCL.

The HAADF image in Figure 5A shows two neighbor-
ing grains (bright contrast) together with their boundary 
area (dark contrast). The GB has been tilted to an edge‐on 
condition and its width, estimated approximately from the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity pro-
file of the HAADF image across this GB, is in the range 
of 1.0 to 1.5  nm. In Figure 5B the specimen was further 
tilted until both grains are close to zone axis. Under this 
condition, high‐resolution STEM images that show atom 
columns were acquired. It can be seen that the neighboring 
grains are atomically connected and the GB is sharp. This 
was found to be a common feature based on our statistical 
measurements. By means of fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
analysis, it was determined that the normal direction of the 
two grains lies on their <211> axis. The interplanar dis-
tances are (3.18 ± 0.02) Å and (1.96 ± 0.02) Å for {111} 
and {022} planes, respectively, which are consistent with 
the reported values (3.13 and 1.91 Å).44 All of these ob-
servations show that the specimen consists of crystalline 
grains adopting the fluorite structure and no amorphous 
GB phases.

4.2 | Impedance spectroscopy
A typical impedance spectrum obtained for a  
Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905 ceramic is shown in Figure 6. 
Bulk and GB resistances were extracted from each spectrum 
(the second arc consists of overlapping responses from the GBs 
and from the electrodes45) by fitting a conventional equivalent 

circuit L
(

RbQb
) (

RgbQgb
) (

RelQel
)

 to the data.46 Q is a constant 
phase element of impedance Z =Q−1 (i ⋅�)−n; capacitances 
were calculated from R, Q, and n according to C=

(

R1−nQ
)1∕n.47  

An inductor L was included in order to take in account the 
signal from the physical inductance of the wires. The effects 
of inductances appeared at high frequency and became more 
obvious at high temperatures. The high‐frequency arc can 
be ascribed to the bulk response since the corresponding ca-
pacitance is consistent with the value calculated from the bulk 

F I G U R E  4  EDXS mapping of a GB, the images of Ce, Y, Si, and Al are shown in net counts and the shown area is 550 nm × 550 nm large. 
No increased concentrations of impurities in the GB can be detected

F I G U R E  5  A, HAADF image over the area 100 nm × 100 nm 
showing the morphology of a typical GB, the specimen was tilted 
until both grains are viewed end‐on. B, High‐resolution STEM 
image of the area marked by the red square in the HAADF image 
(8.75 nm × 8.75 nm); The specimen was rotated until both grains are 
close to zone axis

(A) (B)

F I G U R E  6  Electrochemical impedance spectrum of a 
Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905 ceramic obtained with Pt|Ag electrodes 
at Tmeas = 783 K in air (0.1 ≤ f/Hz ≤ 4 × 107)
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dielectric permittivity (Cb ∼10 pF). The grain boundary capaci-
tance is consistent with the presence of space‐charge layers 
(Cgb ∼10 nF). A more detailed analysis of Cgb will be given in 
a future publication.

Using Equations (1)‐(3) we calculated from the extracted 
resistances and capacitances the bulk and GB conductivi-
ties. In Figure 7 we plot the conductivities as a function 
of inverse temperature: the GB conductivity is seen to be 
roughly three orders of magnitudes lower than the bulk con-
ductivity. Figure 7 also shows a comparison of our conduc-
tivity data with literature data for Y‐doped CeO2 ceramics 
of similar, though not identical, Y content but converted to 
the same Y concentration.9,48,49 The conductivities mea-
sured in this study fall in between the literature data. The 
activation enthalpy calculated here fits better to the one ob-
tained by Guo et al.9 Wang et al48 and Faber et al49 used the 
intersection of the arc with the real axis as the resistance of 
the bulk, whereas we and Guo et al obtained resistances by 
fitting the spectra with equivalent circuits. The simulated 
resistance is different from the intersection, because in the 
obtained spectra the centre of the arc is often depressed 
below the real axis.

4.3 | Ratio of the bulk to total conductivity: 
simulations and experiments
In order to predict �b∕�t for the restricted‐equilibrium case 
from the thermodynamic model, one has to specify, first, 
the critical temperature below which the dopant distribu-
tion is frozen in. This is difficult to estimate, partly be-
cause the exact temperature‐time profile experienced by 
the ceramics is not known. Furthermore, the temperature 
distribution within the ceramic as a function of time is not 
known. Grain boundaries close to the surface may cool 
much faster than boundaries in the sample's center, giving 
rise to a variation in critical temperatures. We have taken a 
single critical temperature of Tcrit = 1273 K, based on the 
furnace cooling rate from the sintering temperature, and 
cation diffusion data.50 One also needs, of course, to spec-
ify the parameters characterizing the GB defect chemistry, 
N

gb
v  and Δ𝜇⊖

v
. These parameters depend on the GB struc-

ture, and hence, some substantial variation from GB to GB 
is expected. Here we use single values for each parameter, 
these values being effective over all boundaries probed in 
the impedance measurements.51,52

In Figure 8 we show that the conductivity ratio calculated 
with Equation (13) for two slightly different sets of GB pa-
rameters describes well the two sets of experimental data. The 
driving energies of Δ𝜇⊖

v
≈–2 eV are physically reasonable, in 

the sense that they represent the difference in two formation 
energies. The number of preferential sites for vacancies in the 
GB (Ngb

v ≈1.1 × 1027 m−3) is reasonable, too, as one expects 
N

gb
v ≪Nb

v
. Given our incomplete knowledge of the sample's 

thermal history and the variation in GB properties, we do not 
expect to extract unique values.

F I G U R E  7  Comparison of bulk conductivity data for weakly 
doped CeO2 as a function of reciprocal temperature Tmeas. The 
original data refer to slightly different Y contents within the dilute 
regime, but the conductivities shown here were all converted to a 
common ca = 0.19 mol%: (a) and (b) were measured in this study for 
Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905 with two equivalent samples (sample 
a: open squares and sample b: open triangles), (c) were measured 
by Wang et al48 for Ce0.999Y0.001O1.9995 (green dots), (d) by Faber et 
al49 for Ce0.999Y0.001O1.9995 (blue pentagons) and (e) by Guo et al9 for 
Ce0.998Y0.002O1.999 (purple stars). The GB conductivities measured 
in this study (f) and (g) is also plotted (sample a: filled squares and 
sample b: filled triangles). The lines show the Arrhenius fits for 
the determination of the activation enthalpy (a: ΔH

b
σ
=1.07 eV, b: 

ΔH
b
σ
=1.06 eV, c: ΔH

b
σ
=0.90 eV

48, d: ΔH
b
σ
=0.88 eV

49, e: ΔH
b
σ
=1.12 eV

9)

F I G U R E  8  Ratio of the bulk to total conductivity σb/σt as 
a function of temperature Tmeas for Ce0.9985Y0.0011Ca0.0004O1.99905 
obtained by EIS from two measurements (open triangles and 
squares) in comparison to simulated conductivity data (dashed line 
I: Δ𝜇⊖

v
=−1.9 eV, N

gb
v =1.1×1027 m−3, Tcrit =1273 K; solid line II: 

Δ𝜇⊖
v
=−2.0 eV, N

gb
v =1.2×1027 m−3, Tcrit =1273 K)
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The standard (simple) method for obtaining the space‐
charge potential from conductivity data is to assume the 
Mott–Schottky or the Gouy–Chapman case. We recall that 
neither case is strictly applicable to our ceramics: In the 
Mott–Schottky case the accumulation of the dopants at the 

GBs at the high (sintering) temperature is ignored, and in the 
Gouy–Chapman case the frozen‐in dopant profile at the mea-
surement temperature is not taken into account. Nevertheless, 
it is important to see how well these simple cases describe 
the true behavior. In Figure 9 we compare our values of Φ0 
with those obtained by applying Equations (14) and (15) to 
experimental data. Our values lie between the two standard 
cases, and we hypothesize that the true potential in the re-
stricted‐equilibrium case will always lie between the two 
extremes. Further, extensive calculations are required, how-
ever, to support this hypothesis. In the present case, that 
is, for this acceptor concentration, this GB chemistry and 
this Tcrit, it appears that the values from the Mott–Schottky 
analysis are closer to the real potential than those from the 
Gouy–Chapman analysis. For other samples and other ma-
terials, however, with different concentrations, with different 
GB chemistry and with different Tcrit, the Gouy–Chapman 
analysis may be more appropriate. We recommend, therefore, 
analysis with both expressions.

4.4 | Why the GB conductivity may depend 
on oxygen partial pressure
Finally we return to the question of why the GB conduc-
tivity of weakly doped ceria can depend on oxygen partial 
pressure,9 if only the transport of oxygen vacancies contrib-
utes to the measured conductivity. Specifically, we show 
in Figure 10 results for a more weakly doped composition  
(Ce0.9995Y0.0005O1.99975), for which the effect is more pro-
nounced, obtained from our restricted‐equilibrium model as 

F I G U R E  9  Calculated potential Φ0 as a function of the 
temperature Tmeas. The potential describes the experimental ratio of the 
bulk to total conductivity for two measurements (sample a and b) in 
terms of the theoretical description for the Mott–Schottky (MS, blue 
symbols) and Gouy–Chapman case (GC, green symbols) (Equations 
(14) and (15)). In comparison the simulated potential is shown for 
two space‐charge parameter sets, where the dopant distribution at the 
critical and measurement temperature is taken into account (dashed 
line I: Δ𝜇⊖

v
=−1.9 eV, N

gb
v =1.1×1027 m−3, Tcrit =1273 K; solid line II: 

Δ𝜇⊖
v
=−2.0 eV, N

gb
v =1.2×1027 m−3, Tcrit =1273 K)

F I G U R E  1 0  Oxygen‐activity dependence of (A) the point‐defect concentrations in the SCL and (B) the conductivity ratio σb/σt as a function 
of the reciprocal measurement temperature Tmeas for CeO2 with ca =0.05 mol%. The behavior is shown at three different atmospheres: aO2 =100 
(solid lines), aO2 =10−5 (dashed lines) and aO2 =10−10 (dotted lines). With the restricted‐equilibrium model the distribution of the oxygen vacancies 
(red), electrons (gray), and acceptor dopants (purple) at Tmeas = 1000 K is calculated. The influence of the oxygen partial‐pressure dependent 
electron concentration on the potential leads to pressure dependent ionic GB conductivities especially at high Tmeas. (Used space‐charge parameters 
Δ𝜇⊖

v
=−1.9 eV, N

gb
v =1.1×1027 m−3, Tcrit =1273 K)

(A) (B)
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a function of oxygen partial pressure. The bulk concentra-
tion of oxygen vacancies hardly varies with oxygen partial 
pressure (at this dopant concentration) but the bulk electron 
concentration increases (see Section 3.1). The increased elec-
tron concentration leads to higher electron concentration at 
the GBs, and in this way, to lower space‐charge potentials. 
Consequently, the degree to which oxygen vacancies are de-
pleted in the SCLs is far less, and the (ionic) GB conductivity 
rises. If we examine the conductivity ratio (Figure 10B), we 
see that the ratio is pO2‐independent at low temperatures but 
becomes increasing pO2‐dependent with increasing tempera-
ture. This is exactly the behavior observed by Guo et al.

These results show that it is important (a) to include the 
electrons in the bulk and at the GBs, even though they do not 
contribute to the measured (bulk and GB) conductivities; and 
(b) to perform modelling of the space‐charge layers from the 
thermodynamic level of Δ𝜇⊖

v
.

5 |  CONCLUSIONS

The study of interfaces in oxides is a challenging subject be-
cause the problems are complex and interrelated. Here we 
have shown the benefits of attacking the problems with a vari-
ety of techniques. The TEM results revealed a polycrystalline 
ceramic with pristine GBs. EIS yielded the conductivities of 
the bulk and the grain boundaries, with the GB conductivity 
being roughly three orders of magnitudes lower than the bulk 
conductivity. In order to interpret the results, continuum‐level 
simulations were performed. The four main results are:

1. The ratio of the bulk to total conductivity can be de-
scribed by a restricted‐equilibrium model, in which the 
dopant distribution is equilibrated at a high temperature 
but it is frozen in at the lower temperatures of the EIS 
measurements.

2. The comparison of measured and simulated conductivity 
data allows us to extract the thermodynamic driving force 
for space‐charge formation.

3. For dilute solutions, the space‐charge potential obtained 
from the more realistic case (restricted equilibrium) falls 
between those from Gouy–Chapman and Mott–Schottky 
cases.

4. The (ionic) GB conductivity may display a dependence 
on oxygen‐partial pressure, if the electron concentration in 
the core is high enough to affect the GB charge and thus 
the space‐charge potential.
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